Highline Contest Celebrates Constitution

By Sandra Lemoire

We, the people of Highline Community College, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.

This Bi-Centennial Constitutional Celebration is open to all Highline students, but those registered in specified classes taught by these instructors will automatically participate and attend five group meetings.

The first two meetings introduced the topic and discussed the guidelines for the contest. The other sessions will include a debate, the town meeting, and possibly dramatic reading. Although these students have established the contest guidelines, a team composed of outside experts, students, and teachers will judge the entries.

This Bi-Centennial Constitutional Celebration Contest features five categories: WRITTEN EXPRESSION: essays, poems, short stories; VISUAL EXPRESSION: photos, illustrations, cartoons, and crosswords; ETCETERA: videos, songs, skits, ad campaigns; DEBATE, and TOWN MEETING.

Approximately $2,500 in cash, quarter tuitions, T-shirts, and other merchandise will be awarded to winning students. Special studies credit may be earned by participating students. The criteria for the contest, as stated, will include mandatory drug testing for the students best able to cooperate with this celebration. The idea is to encourage creativity. Emphasis in this area, as in all entries, is on the highest quality, regardless of form. Entries will be taped for rebroadcasting to students in the cafeteria the following week.

To aid students in their research, reference librarian, Nancy Lennstrom, has shared her expertise by providing an extensive bibliography on constitutional references. Lennstrom was eager to cooperate with this celebration. She emphasized that, "If instructors go to the effort to organize a project that requires library support, I am always eager to help in any way."

Two new titles ordered specifically for this project are the four volume, Encyclopedia of the American Constitution, and The American Constitution. These books along with old standards by Charles Beard and other constitutional authorities are available for review or check-out in room 415 in the library. Last Spring, Davidson Dodd, political science instructor, wrote an Instructional Improvement Grant and applied to the Instructional Improvement Committee for money to help finance this project. These funds are being used to pay for teachers' stipends and provide prize money, but additional financial support is being sought to sponsor activities. The debate, composed of a three-person team stating the affirmative position and a three-person team doing the negative, will argue "Resolved: that Congress should pass a law restricting the reporting by electronic media of hostage/terrorist situations". Teams will enter elimination rounds, with the winning team debuting in front of the combined classes.

Since this is a developing project, further information on the Bi-Centennial Constitutional Celebration is available by contacting Davidson Dodd at 878-3710, extension 418.
Students Beware: 
Deposits Won't Hold Classes 
By Johna Stradet 

Attention students. Winter quarter classes must be paid for in full at the time of deposits will be accepted to hold classes. According to Booker Watt, head registrar at H.C.C., winter registration policies will be significantly different than prior standards for new and returning students. This change will become effective Nov. 19, first day of Winter registration.

"I need to make it perfectly clear to each and every student here at H.C.C. that we will not be accepting deposits to hold classes," said Watt. "Classes will have to be paid in full."

Prior to this new change in policy, Watt explained that students would sign up for a class by holding it with a $25 deposit. The problem this created, he said, was that many of these students would fail to pay the balance and drop the class, therefore leaving it difficult for other students to fill those vacancies.

"What I wish to accomplish is to alert students to the seriousness of this matter," he said. "I've even gone to the extent of having teachers notify their students in class because many of them don't even pay attention to the paper or the monitors."

As he sits back in his chair he says, "I don't want to make it perfectly clear to each and every student here at H.C.C. that we will not be accepting deposits to hold classes," said Watt. "Classes will have to be paid in full."

Creative New Dean Enjoys Highline 
By D. Michael Foote 

Owen Carrol, Ed. D, who had served the past year as Associate Dean of College and Business Administration at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, has been appointed Dean of Instruction at Highline Community College.

"I like the campus," Carrol said. "Everyone seems very supportive and helpful, I could really have been approached any better."

Carrol, who succeeds Robert McFarland, is not a stranger to the Pacific Northwest. He served as dean of instruction at Northern Colorado College in Colorado Springs during the past year. He also served as associate dean of instruction, director of planning and as a management instructor.

The 36-year-old native of New Orleans has his bachelor of science degree at LSU in 1972, his masters of education degree at North Louisiana Community College in 1977 and his doctorate of education from Pennsylvania State University in 1981. He completed post-doctorate studies at Harvard University in higher education administration and curriculum development in 1986. Carrol continued, "there seems to be a willingness, if not a strong desire, to look ahead to the next generation of faculty, staff and administrators and the role they will play in Highline's next 25 years."

Highline Community College is offering an academic achievement scholarship for Winter Quarter. Application for the scholarship are available from Bldg. 5 secretary and the Financial Aid Office, Bldg. 6. All applications should be turned in to Joan Fedor, Bldg. 5 secretary and the Financial Aid Office, Bldg. 6. Application are due by November 15th, 1987.

Highline is offering a program for students to earn extra credits while working off campus. Student jobs that are related to their studies and work at least 30 hours a week will receive one credit. There are advisors in every department to help students with the Co-op program. For more information contact Chris Miller in the Registrar's Office in Bldg. 5 room 118, or call extension 413.

The tutoring center at Highline Community College is open for tutoring from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Tutoring is available for most foreign languages, math, chemistry, physics, and computer sciences among other subjects. Tutoring for groups of two or three students should be by appointment only.

There are no tutoring fees, but students are asked to register each class. Students interested in receiving tutoring should apply at Bldg. 5, room 206. The Midday Drive-in is open Monday-Thursdays 7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. and on Fridays it remains open until 5:00 p.m.

Highline is offering an academic achievement scholarship for Winter Quarter. Application for the scholarship are available from Bldg. 5 secretary and the Financial Aid Office, Bldg. 6.
Bailey Rated as Outstanding Teacher

By Teresa Nash

Highline Community College is pleased to announce that Edith Bailey, recipient of the Outstanding Teacher of the Year award for 1987, was selected from among the 27 community colleges across Washington State by the Washington State Board for Community College Education. Bailey was selected for her outstanding contribution to the college's high school completion program as a whole and for her attitude of enthusiasm and campus-wide faculty support.

"It's just a delight to work with Edith," said Dr. Gerald Grubiak, Superintendent of Highline Community College. "We are very proud to have her on our staff."

According to Dean of Students, Barbara Johnson, Bailey has been teaching at Highline for many years and has been instrumental in the college's high school completion program. Bailey has been selected for her dedication to the program and her ability to help students overcome many difficulties and barriers to completing their education.

AIDS Won't Stop Education

By Teresa Nash

"Having AIDS is not an barrier to education," according to Mary Lou Holland, Head of Health Services. Bailey has been teaching at Highline for many years and has been instrumental in the college's high school completion program. Bailey has been selected for her dedication to the program and her ability to help students overcome many difficulties and barriers to completing their education.

The high school completion program is geared towards adults who have not completed high school and are taught to improve their reading, writing, and mathematical skills. The program is designed to help adults overcome many difficulties and barriers to completing their education.

DAVES EXECUTIVE CAR CARE

Business At Home. No Overhead

Highline Student Low Rates

Two and a Half Years of Professional Experience

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Wash wax buff polish shampoo etc

Normandy Park 241-8912
Disability Program Increases Opportunity

By Michael Foote

Community Integration Program increases opportunity

People on campus getting to know and relating to the disabled as people, Luther said.

A spirit of optimism was also expressed by Ranna Pierce, Coordinator, Programs for the Handicapped at Highline. Pierce said, "I feel very positive about the progress - it has been a long time coming to meet the needs of handicapped people. While stressing the positive, the report also detailed some areas where there is need for improvement. I am very proud of the college and of the students, as it is an ongoing process to continue meeting the needs of the disabled students on campus.

Both Pierce and Luther agree that Highline has come a long way in providing services to handicapped students, and further stressed the need for the students on campus to get to know and see people with disabilities other than "disabled" people.

"I would like to see each individual student begin to spend part of their time on campus getting to know and relating to the disabled as people," Luther said.

A spirit of optimism was also expressed by Ranna Pierce, Coordinator, Programs for the Handicapped at Highline. Pierce said, "I feel very positive about the progress - it has been a long time coming to meet the needs of handicapped people. While stressing the positive, the report also detailed some areas where there is need for improvement. I am very proud of the college and of the students, as it is an ongoing process to continue meeting the needs of the disabled students on campus.

Both Pierce and Luther agree that Highline has come a long way in providing services to handicapped students, and further stressed the need for the students on campus to get to know and see people with disabilities other than "disabled" people.

"I would like to see each individual student begin to spend part of their time on campus getting to know and relating to the disabled as people," Luther said.

A spirit of optimism was also expressed by Ranna Pierce, Coordinator, Programs for the Handicapped at Highline. Pierce said, "I feel very positive about the progress - it has been a long time coming to meet the needs of handicapped people. While stressing the positive, the report also detailed some areas where there is need for improvement. I am very proud of the college and of the students, as it is an ongoing process to continue meeting the needs of the disabled students on campus.

Both Pierce and Luther agree that Highline has come a long way in providing services to handicapped students, and further stressed the need for the students on campus to get to know and see people with disabilities other than "disabled" people.

"I would like to see each individual student begin to spend part of their time on campus getting to know and relating to the disabled as people," Luther said.
PLO Denied the First Amendment

By N. Michael Foote

In the 20th anniversary of the Constitution it is lamentable to note that there is currently an effort being launched in the nation's capital to close the Information Offices of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) in Washington D.C. and to establish the United Nation offices of the PLO in New York. These bills, H.R. 2455 and S.1203 are seen by some as an effort by the co-sponsors of the bill to delay the PLO legal status in the United States. An aid to Senator Brock Adams said Senator Adams was not a co-sponsor nor does he support the bill. Congressmen Mike Lowry's office had the same reply. Both offices sided First Amendment constitutional rights as the reason for the disestablishment.

S 1203 currently is in Senate Foreign Relations Committee with no hearings held or scheduled. A compromise of sorts was reached with the State Department forcing the closure of the Washington Information Office. Senate Foreign Relations Committee (APIC) has recently announced the anti-PLO legislation would be a top priority in 1987. According to Juliana Pilon of the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think- tank, "a vote on the bill would be desirable because ... it would provide presidential candidates an opportunity to take a stand on allowing the PLO to operate in the United States."

The bill is especially disheartening to the PLO, recognized as the legitimate representatives of the 4.5 million Palestinians in 40 other countries with 96 offices world wide, makes the United States claim is being the "bastion of freedom and democracy in the Western Hemisphere" a joke and once again gives Americans a reason to question how long freedom can endure in this our 200th year.

1987: The Year of the Scab

By Tom Christian

Saturday night, I witnessed the Auburn Panthers 49-0 throttling of the Southside Wascharaks in AA semi-pro football at Troy Stadium.

As the score would suggest, there wasn't much excitement on the field. On the sidelines, a drunken marine just out of boot camp belittled the players. "Scrub!" he bellowed. "Take a hike you lousy @!&#!?I camp belittled the players. "Scrubs!" he yelled. "I'm going to enjoy the year of the scrub. Hey, and keep up with the Joneses."

That's all changed. It's the fall of 1987: the year of the scrubs.

"all scrubs are created equal?" The scrubs were out in full force two decades ago. Remember the civil rights movement? Remember the Beatles and the hippies? Or how about those four scrubs we imported from Liverpool, England that greatly altered the music we listen to?

Somehow, the United States turned from the land of the scrub and home of the scab into something ugly. A nation filled with people looking out for number one, trying to find Mr. Right, and keep up with the Joneses. That's all changed. It's the fall of 1987; the year of the scrub. I tip my cap to Kevin Juma and Bruce Mathieson, and to Gene Upshaw, who made it all possible, I say "Gene, thanks," NFL management, don't let me down. Hold your ground. Take a big loss this season and need be. Then next season, John Ewaley and Marcus Allen are looking for jobs, they have a choice. They can apply for positions as tight end bouncers or forlorn operators, or they can come cowering back to the old professional football market, the NFL. The NFL is still the NFL without Sammy Sosa or Steve Largent. But I have a feeling that these guys will come knocking on management's door next season, begging for jobs. I'm going to enjoy the year of the scrub. Hey, the world isn't comprised of 250-to-1 muscle suits, cheerleaders and social movers. Not this year. We live in a scrubs world. Every dog has his day, and this year it's the silent majority's turn. Scrubs of the world, unite!
Arts and Entertainment

Local Artist in Campus
Concert

By Mark Antilla Wisecarver

Steve jazz artist, Michael Powers, will be performing on campus October 15, for the annual Brown Bag Series. The concert will begin in the Student Union East Ballroom at noon. Powers, who is 27 years old, Powers Group and will have played with many other artists and appeared in several major events. Powers, who is 27 years old, has played with many other artists and appeared in several major events.

The Michael Powers Group has recently released a single, "Solstice Sun," which is currently playing on college radio stations. The album is a compilation of original and previously unreleased songs.

Early next year, Powers will be performing at a Washington, D.C., hotel for the Brown Bag Series. He will be given the opportunity to reach a wider audience and to promote his music.

Romantic Comedy Includes History

By Susan Cooper

At one time or another, we have all dreamed of becoming famous. The idea of being on the cover of a magazine or appearing on television is a common dream. However, once in a while even a personal assistant for the leader of the band who is your favorite romantic comedy dream can turn into a reality. The movie "In the Mood" depicts the true life story of wise-carver alias The Woo Kid, and the problems he encounters as he falls in love with someone older than him.

Creative Band Redefines Sound

By Karen Conley

Although they may not be very famous, the Dukes of Stratosphere and their leader, Sir Percy White, are a unique band with a distinctive sound. The band has the ability to create an atmosphere that is both entertaining and captivating.

The Dukes of Stratosphere and Sir Percy White are the stars of this year's Brown Bag Series. The concert will be held on Thursday, October 29, at noon in the Student Union East Ballroom.

On Campus:

HCC is sponsoring a National Women's Blues Dance Competition, to be held on October 16, at noon in the Student Union East Ballroom. The competition will be open to all students and will be judged by professional dancers. The winners will be awarded prizes for first, second, and third places. Women will have the opportunity to display their talent and compete for prizes.

**END**
College newest sport is Fuller. Born and raised in the Newell, to $10,000. McConnaughey, four Playem returning from throughout Washington and career as an assistant coach, "I'm a soccer player program so HCC can be a strong recruiting year to Oregon, and I try to be sensitive to competitive with other build a foundation for the year for soccer in the Association of Community Northwest Athletic have such a quality the league has been in six years in the Washington Im a soccer team gets kick in the grass under coach Ed Newell.

"en though this is the first year for coach believes that it's important to be honest, and will listen to any suggestions that the players have. The HCC soccer team has started this year. Since the league has been in existence, no first-year team has ever made the playoffs, and the Thunderbird soccer team intends to break this tradition.

It has not been an easy task to get a soccer program at Highline. Putting together a first-rate program is costing the athletic department close to $10,000. McConnaughey has worked hard to get funds allocated to the athletic program so HCC can be competitive with other community colleges. "When starting a new program, we have to buy all new equipment, league fees, transportation and coaches salary," said McConnaughey.

Even though the team has four players returning from last years club soccer team, coach Fuller believes he had a strong recruiting year to build a foundation for the future. Because Fuller is an offensive-oriented coach look for the T-Birds to play some exciting soccer in their home-opener today at 4 p.m. on the lower athletic field.

**OUR STUDENT LOANS MAKE THE GRADE.**

Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates and undergraduates. No interest payments until after graduation. No application fee. Up to 96 months to pay back at just 8% annual percentage rate? Payments as low as $50 per month. Maximum loan amounts: $2,625 Freshmen/Sophomores $5,000 Juniors/Seniors.

Ask your school's financial aid office for an application and details.

*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with existing loans.

---

**Three in a Row?**

By Todd McDonald

Women's volleyball coach John Littleman is more than anxious to get the season started, and who can blame him. "Littlerman and the women volleyball's will be vying for their third straight conference championship when the season kicks into full swing this week.

With a host returning players from last years conference champs a recruiting class that has been branded the best ever at HCC, confidence is of no concern to Littleman. "We should win the league championship and be right in the thick of things in January, when the conference championship takes place," beamed Littleman.

Already HCC is leaving its mark on opposing teams with national notoriety.

In a preseason tournament held in Idaho on Sept. 21 and 22, the Thunderbirds' new past Ricks College of Idaho 15-8, 15-6 in the tourneys championship match. Previously unbeaten Ricks was ranked 10th in the nation before their match with Highline. Last season Ricks placed 11th in the Junior college championships. "We have the potential to be better than last years team," said Littleman. "Some of our freshman are ready to step in and contribute as soon as they learn the system."

A few names to remember from this talented group of freshman include: Shelly Cooper, Gina Bali, and Krista Nordbye. Littleman will look for strong play from these three women.

In the season opener on Oct. 2 at Highline the T-Birds dive-bombed last years cellar-dwellers the Everett Trojans 15-4, 15-8, 15-9. Because of last years drubbing of Everett in 22 minutes, Littleman felt that an extra practice session was needed prior to the match to get in full workout, in preparation for some of the tougher teams. Bellevue, Edmonds, and Skagit Valley are the teams that Littleman figures will give Highline a run for their money.

"We want to continue building on our successes thus far into a third straight conference championship," said Littleman.

By Todd McDonald

The men's basketball team is looking for a few on campus. Actually the team is looking for a dedicated person to take over the team's manager position. Responsibilities include being at practice every weekday and accompanying the team to games on Wednesday and Saturday nights. You too, can travel through Washington, Oregon and Idaho free of charge and be a part of Highline's drive to the Conference Championships.

It is a position that is very important to any teams success.

For more information, please contact Fred Harrison at extension 454 or come to the gym at 3 p.m. Monday through Friday.

---

**Men's Hoop Team Needs You**

By Todd McDonald

The men's basketball team is looking for a few good men. Actually the team is looking for a dedicated person to take over the team's manager position. Responsibilities include being at practice every weekday and accompanying the team to games on Wednesday and Saturday nights. You too, can travel through Washington, Oregon and Idaho free of charge and be a part of Highline's drive to the Conference Championships.

---

**Give the gift of life!**

**Carry an Organ Donor Card**

**UNIFORM DONOR CARD**

**Washington Mutual Financial Group**

**A seat belt only works if you wear it.**

**BUCKLE UP WASHINGTON**

1-800-BUCK-L-UP
New-U Fashions
Huge Warehouse Shipment Has Arrived!

We Just Received a Huge Shipment of the Latest Fall Fashions. We now have a huge assortment of acid wash slacks, oxide wash skirts, jeans, & shirts styled for men & women. Top fashion labels such as Code Blue, Levi's, Wear On Earth, Ivy Laundry. But hurry, at our low prices, this shipment won't last long.

Levi's & Code Bleu Jackets Compare at $79.00
Starting at $39.88

Acid Wash Code Bleu Now as low as $14.98
Compare at $40.00

Styles for both men and women!
Levi's
Levi's Jackets
Skirts
Sweaters
Sweatshirts

NEW-U

$2.00 Off any regular priced merchandise in store

Open M-F 10:30 - 7:30
Sat 10:30 - 7:00
Sun 12:00 - 6:00

23440 Pacific Highway South 878-0629